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1. BACKGI1OUND 

_- The CAMAL digital interface standard has served us 
well since 19(;9. During this time there have been enormous 
advances in digital electronics, In particular, low cost mi- 
croproccssors nuw make it feasible to consider use of dis- 
tributed intclligencc even in simple data acquisition systems. 
This p:lpcr describes a simple extension of the CAMAC stan- 
d a rd whir* h :I 1 I v7.v.: djstributed intelligence at the crate level. 

Fir:.r it i:; impc:t*t:lni to unti;?rstand that by distributed 
intelligence I ~ncnn that there is more than one source of 
control in a systeni. A system which contains a module 
which never asser1.c :I command on the Dataway is not a dis- 
tributed intelligence system even if the mcdule contains a 
microprocessor. it is the distributed control aspect of the 
system :’ id nnt the sophistication of the modules which 
makes : j ,g distributed intelligence system. 

Using this definition of distributed intelligence, we can 
see th:k; there arc m;lny esnmpics aiready commercially 
availabic 1;; CAMrlC’. ‘The Jorwny 72A CqT CAMAC display 
control!er is one, xvhen it operates on the Parallel Highway, 
sharing it :vith the Ilr:knch t;river. Other examples are the 
System i’rxte or F:xe!culive Cr::tc of Kinetic $>stems and 
til:C-Elliot, respectiicly. Both of these systems allow mul- 
tiple sources of control within :I CAMAC Crate by using a 
special Cr:ite C~lntroller. 

Each of these examples uses different methcds, incom- 
patible with modules made by other manufacturers. The 
time has come for a standard method for distributed intel- 
ligence in CAXIAC. This paper will describe a simple stan- 
dard just now emerging from the NIM Dataway Working 
Group and its European counterpart. 
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II. Rl2QUIREMENTS 

Although the CAMAC Standard was published long before 
microprocessors were available, there are many features of 
the CAILZAC Dataway which allow distributed intelligence to 
be easily introduced. For example, all the lines of the 
Dataway are driven by open collector outputs, thus allowing 
more than one module to assert the control lines. 

There is on!y one basic problem: the N- and L-line 
structure of CAMAC. These lines go between the individual 
stations and the control station (N(25)) of the crate, which is 
occupied by the Crate Controlier (CC). An alternate source 
of control, called an Auxiliary Crate Controller (ACC), 
must somehow transmit N-line information to the CC in or- 
der to perform an operation in the crate, 

Auxiliary Crate Controllers need also to have access to 
the L-lines. Like tho N-lines the L-lines go only to the 
control station in the crate. <he method of ror:ting the L- 
signal to the ACC must be L.C. , i,e., the L-signal must be 
presented continuously to the ACC iri order to give it time 
to respond. 

Multiple source of control alsu implies thal there must 
be a prioplty arbitration system to ir.sure that only one 
source is using thi: Dal~tiay at any jnst:\i;.l i,f time. The pri- 

ority arbitr:jtion system must ~IBIJ not c’au;e the Crate Con- 
troller to violate any established timirig protocols with its 
Highway Driver. This is especially true iii a Serial Highway 
System where, once a Serial Crate Controller has received 

a comni:lnti to perform :i Dataway c?per:ilion, it must give a 
response at a precisely def.incTd tiJr;c period. 
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Finally, however the above reqnirements are satisfied - 
by ACC’s, they should be independent of the type of Highway 
used. That is to say that an ACC that can be plugged into a 
Serial Highway bystern can also work in a Parailel Highway 
System with no modifications to it. 

III. THE EMERGING STANDARD 

The standard emerging from the CP.:.4AC committees de- 
fines a molhcad of operating one or‘more ACC’s in a single 
CAMAC Crate. It is based or, the SGL. connector of the Serial 
Crate Controller type L-2 (XC-LZ). This connector has 
five contacts for encoded N-lines, When the SCC-L2 is not 
performing a Dataway operation, a binary coded input to 
these contacts will be decoded and the appropriate N-line 
will be asserted by the XC-L:.. An Auxiliary Controller Bus 
(ACB) is connected between the SGL-connector and t.he ACC 
in the crate. Controllers will know when to yield the Data- 
way to the SCC-LZ by monitoring the Auxiliary Controller 
Lockout (ACL) signal which will be asserted a minimum of 
800 ns before the XC starts its CARIAC operation. And fi- 
nally, all the L-lines .sre available on the even-numbered 
contacts of this connector. 

The SGL connector is the only standard one reeds to op- 
erate one ACC with an XC-LB in a CAhIr\i’ Crate. To in- 
stall two or more ACC’s, however, some additional lines 
must be defined, For this purpose a REQUI;:ST-Sli/iNT 
structure has been added. Il works in the following way: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

An ACC desiring to use the Datawaj must first asse:-: a 
signal on the REQUEST line. It may do so only if the 
Dataway is unoccupied, i.e. ) if the Dataway BUSY line 
is at logical 0. . 
In the ACB the REQUEST line will be connected to the 
GRANT line at a point upstrean: of tk highest priority 
Crate Controller. 
The REQUEST signal will the!: be seen as a GRANT-In 
signal at the highest priority Crate Controller. If this 
Controller is not requesting the use :>f tiz Datawxy it 
will assert a signal on its GRA.N?‘-Out line. 

The GRANT-Gdt is connected lo the Ctt.ANT-!n of the 
next Controller where the GR‘iNT is again passed if that 
Controller is not requesting. 
When the GRANT signal is received I.:, ttd re~q~uesting 
Crate Controller it is no1 pasbed on dowr. the cknil?. In- 
stead, the Controller starts its D;ltaway opz!rntion by 
asserting Dabway BUSY. 
The Controller asserting BUSY may perform one or 
more operations on the Dataway. However, in order not 
to interfere with the SCC-L2 operatlilg at its highest 

speed, an ACC must yie!ri the I)atuw;iy if it. receives 
ACL before it has asserti-d S1 of ::nV cvcit:. 1; ir !i:;:i :ti- 
ready issued SI, then it must yield ihi: I&:nw:ly imme- 
diately at the end of it& curreD! D::ia?:;:cy qXr’:lt!cJ!?. 

Unfortunately the Parallel Highway Cr:lta Controller 
type A-l (CC-Al) does not have a cciunecto. - slmil;rr to t::e 
SGL corm*c+or of the “CC-I 9 _ + LI u >-.. ‘$<iih 3 sii-uple n;adiiic3tion to 
it, a connector compatible with the iiCE; cal: be installed 
while retaining compatibility Kltil existing Parallel Highway 
Systems. With the modifications the new Crat,e Coutroller is 
called the CC-AS. Another feature of the new controller is 
that it will use the REQUEST-Glt?NT proic,coi to g;tlr, :?ccess 
to the Dataway for all CRMAC ope:“ntions except. t!?e Graded- 
L operation, The B’FA-BT B hnndshzke on the Cr:lnc:!? High- 
way allows this feature tii be i:i?pii-‘;:irilteci. !Vhen the Cc--A2 
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IV. CONC LIJSION 

The use of distributed intelligence will bring exciting 
possibilities to our CAMAC systems.. We will be able to 
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operate binary scaler displng.5 in ‘ine cra?e 3rd ‘3 ire charr~ber 
displays in another. hjic;OproceF;sOr-ba~~~~ huxili:iry Crate 
Controllere will be able to monitor many chznnels of high 
voltage readout and -warn UB when thev ar!: out of tolerance 
without loadtng down our data acquisition computers. 

While this paper WBR being prepared, final details of 
distributed intelligence in CAMAC were &ill being discussed 
by the MM and ESONE committeea. Consequently, thie 
paper does not attempt to explain the emerging standard in 
detail. It is expected that the Rtandard will soon be pub- 
lished. 
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